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Introduction
This guide is written for middle class and upper middle class males of 1st and 2nd worlds who want
due to any reason (sexual preferences, local demographic crisis, health problems etc) to marry
foreign females from more poor countries/regions, and would like to minimize time expenses for
search just to several weeks/months. In other words, for those whose attitude to marriage is
extremely pragmatic, and at the same time, for those whose travel background and anthropological
background are not deep, and those who don’t know where to start from.
My personal attitude to marriage was always extremely romantic, but due to somewhat “exotic”
sexual preferences, complex ethnocultural origin, somewhat traditional Jewish matriarchal
background, lifestyle particularities, and multiple personal problems, I could not implement my
marriage ideals into the reality. By the time of writing this guide, I’m 40+ years old already, and for
me “the romantic part of game” is over, as you can guess. However, I’m not so crazy about
marriage to cohabit with a typical lady whom you can find with use of this guide. That’s why,
instead of “downgrading my vision of life”, I decided just to throw away all these marriage thoughts
from my mind and share some of my “discoveries” with other people. All published material is
based on 3 round-the-world trips made since 2004th till 2020th years (mainly, in 2nd world countries).
I’m neither medical worker nor lawyer; so, you should use this guide at your own risk.

Risks
Yes, there are some...
•

You should understand that significant (or even the most) part of females whom you can
find with use of this guide may be amateur or professional prostitutes. Either former or
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currently practicing. At least, they may be rather non-choosy and/or too active in their sexual
life.
•

Some of females may have rather weak understanding of the concept of protected sex. Even
if they have such understanding, it does not mean that they really practice protected sex.
And in some of listed countries, HIV rate is growing outside of standard risk groups.

•

Consanguine marriages are practiced in the significant part of 2nd and 3rd worlds. Even if
parents/grandparents of your wife are not related directly, you cannot be sure how healthy
she is without genetic testing. See the links to maps and articles for details.
◦ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cousin_marriage#/media/File:Global_prevalence_of_cons
anguinity.svg (as you can see, in Islamic countries and Indostan such marriages are very
widespread)
◦ https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Map-of-India-indicating-prevalence-ofconsanguineous-marriage-from-0-to-20-by-state_fig1_7404668 (in India, such marriages
are practiced in Southern states, mainly)
◦ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cousin_marriage
◦ Madagascar is not highlighted on the first map, and I could not find information on this
topic for Madagascar quickly, but I guess, some problems may persist (especially in
remote villages in the Eastern part of island) due to very small initial genetic pool of
settlers.
◦ Brazil looks like healthy country on the first map. But in fact, if you will check scientific
researches, you will find that prevalence of consanguineous marriages varies from
region to region, and it is the highest in North-Eastern part of the country. As you can
guess, the same detailed regional study may be needed for any large country where you
will try to look for your future life partner.

•

Zika infection risk stays very high in parts of tropical and subtropical Latin America, and
some other areas of the world. (Zika virus causes microcephaly in children, and this virus
may be transmitted sexually within several months after infection.) Infection rate and the
rate of severe medical consequences may vary by region; speaking again about Brazil, the
North-Eastern part of Brazil had been hardest hit by outbreak of Zika several years ago.

•

In some Islamic countries, kid born by Muslim female from non-Muslim male cannot obtain
local citizenship from mother. Moreover, marriage between non-Muslim male and Muslim
female may be officially registered locally in Islamic world in Tunisia only, as I know. (But
even there some obstacles may be artificially created by locals.)

•

Situation with abortion laws in developing world is rather difficult, as you can guess by the
following map: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_law#/media/File:Abortion_Laws.svg
I suppose, you should think about your female partner, if you will decide to enter any
relationships.
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•

In many developing countries, females expect to receive regular financial support from
partners. But you should understand that in other countries such payments may be
considered as income from prostitution and you may be punished for this, if you are citizen
or resident of that country. Please, check the maps in this article for details:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prostitution_by_region

•

In Southeast Asia, the laws punishing for storage of drugs are extremely severe; if your new
girlfriend or some of her contacts will decide to create lifelong nightmare for you, it is very
easy to do.

•

In ex-USSR countries, criminal culture is widespread in all strata of society; it means, that
even intelligent girl from local upper middle class may start talking with you in “gangsta
style” at one fine day, if you will get into serious conflict with her. (In some cases, severe
financial conflicts may be resolved with involvement of corrupted policemen and corrupted
special services officials. At least, you may hear such threats, even if they are not true.)

•

In 2005-2015th years, the wave of easy obtainable consumer credits entered the whole 2nd
world, a lot of people have debts now. Currently, in Russia, everybody understands all
possible issues related to such credits. But I’m not sure how all this worked in other parts of
the 2nd and 3rd worlds.

•

And finally, it is good idea to read about https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honor_killing and
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violence_against_women.

Best locations
All locations listed further have been found just by chance; I did not expect that female behavior in
these locations will vary significantly in comparison with neighbor regions. However, it does, and I
can make a suggestion that locations listed further are the best for quick search of females for
marriage. Comparison has been made over 140+ human settlements (cities, towns, villages) and
40+ national parks in 30+ countries. Explanatory notes are given to clarify some unexpected details.
All locations are listed in random order. I think, it is obvious that knowledge of local language in
amount of 1000-2000 words at least will increase your chances up to several times.
You should understand that females you will meet in the listed locations are very different
culturally, psychologically, and socially. Even within single location you may meet the large variety
of all possible types. So, if you are an ordinary redneck, you may make accidentally many cultural
faux pas with putting yourself, female, and her relatives into dangerous or ridiculous position.
•

Buenos Aires, Argentina: just check all public spaces;

•

Agadir, Morocco: local females are accustomed to marry Europeans; but you should know
that premarital sex and even kisses are illegal in Morocco;

•

Uganda: low HIV rate (less than 10%, as I remember) and probably village style psychology
of local population make contacts very easy from both sides;
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•

Madagascar: local females are accustomed to marry Europeans; but you should understand
that Western part of the country is inhabited by pastoralists who may have rather severe
traditional rules of life;

•

Marmaris, Turkey: you may expect to meet there a lot of females of all ages (mainly, from
Eastern Europe) who came for practicing vacation sex with local Turkish males; so, many
females you will meet are very open;

•

cities and villages in Eastern regions of Turkey: you may expect to find females of any
educational level who would be happy to run away from their relatives; ordinary European
tourists rarely come to this region, that’s why you will not have many competitors;

•

Ukraine: local females are very active and very Europe-orented, but you should understand
that you may be “used” by them very easily;

•

Almaty in Kazakhstan and Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan: both cities are large and close to each
other; local females are very modern and very open; at the same time, there is still
widespread traditional village style of thinking targeted at high fertility; so, you may find
combination of both psychologies very easily;

•

India: more than 90% of Indian females practice arranged marriages; but there is a lot of
single young female tourists from multiple countries; some of them may live in hippy style,
and some may be just crazy; the fact is that the most part of them may be very open for
dating with anybody; you may want to check some ashrams to find the most open ladies;

•

Nizhniy Novgorod, Russia: females are very sexually open; the whole population of the city
is very open and positive towards foreigners of all ethnic groups; however, there is my
personal hypothesis that all such behavior may be caused by endocrine disruptors from
pollution of chemical plants located in neighbor towns; another possible reason may be that
population of the city is genetically different from neighbor regions and consists primarily
of descendants of Scandinavian migrants coming to the area in early Middle Ages; real
scientific research may be needed to test both hypotheses;

•

informal balls and informal festivals of medieval European dances in such large cities of
Russia as Kazan, Moscow, and probably, St. Petersburg;

•

mountain treks in Northern Albania and Montenegro at summer;

•

folk dance parties/courses in Budapest, Hungary, and Yerevan, Armenia: nationalistic moods
are very strong in both these countries; but if you look like local, and if you dance like local,
you will be welcomed;

•

many years ago, I have seen interesting gender disparity in Indian work immigrants in
Cyprus; the ratio of females to males was significantly skewed towards number of young
females; it is supposed, that you may meet similar disparities in other large islands of
Mediterranean sea;
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•

if you will browse all countries in Tinder and Tantan (Chinese clone of Tinder), you may
find that overwhelming dating activity happens in Philippines and Indonesia, primarily; you
will get response from almost any female in these regions whose photo you swiped right;

•

probably, Seoul in South Korea may be a good location, but you should fit local culture and
be more interested in local females than I am;

•

probably, Georgia may be a good location too, but you need to be very active in
communication with local females;

•

the following locations possibly suitable for marriage tourism never were visited by me, I
just have read about them online: Cuba, Thailand, Cancun in Mexico, Southern Brazil;

•

it is supposed that in many developing countries (including India) Christian churches may
be the best places for dating healthy young adult females and getting acquainted with their
relatives at the same time; but I’m not religious and did not test this hypothesis.

Unexpectedly unsuccessful locations
It should be clearly noted that success in searching females for marriage in each particular
city/region does not depend on size of the city or level of economical/cultural development. To
illustrate this statement, I would like to list some locations that unexpectedly provided no results at
all even after several weeks/moths of living there.
•

Chile: I expected that I may be attractive for local Native American and mixed females
because I’m mostly European and origin matters a lot in Chile; but I received no attention.

•

Mexico City and mountain parks in surroundings: I expected attention due to the same
reasons as in Chile, but received none; I have read that underground theatrical life is
flourishing in Mexico City, and maybe, it was reasonable to search there; but by that time I
was not interested in show business and underground nigh life already.

•

Tunisia.

•

Istanbul, Turkey.

•

Almost all Eastern and Central Europe, except several locations listed above.

•

Almost all Russia, except several locations listed above.

Desired financial support
In informal communication with females from different developing countries, it has been found that
desired amount of financial support after marriage varies in the range of 300-1000 USD per month.
You should understand that in almost all developing countries females are rather passive and expect
to be supported by males after marriage. (Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia may be exceptions.)
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